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Abstract: 

 

Indoor air pollution (IAP) from cooking with biomass fuels in poorly ventilated 

conditions causes 2 million premature deaths per year. In response, some of the world’s 

leading development organizations have proposed using household ventilation to reduce 

exposure to indoor air pollution. However, the effectiveness of ventilation strategies in 

reducing exposure and improving respiratory health is still unclear. This study uses 

survey data collected from rural households in Northern India to investigate the 

relationship between different ventilation measures and respiratory health. Using 

propensity score matching analyses, the study showed that ventilation measures had little 

effect on improved respiratory symptoms among household members. The findings 

indicate that improving household ventilation may not be an effective or healthy 

alternative to using improved cook stoves or cleaner fuels.  
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Background: 

Approximately three billion people worldwide use solid biomass fuels in open 

fires and traditional stoves to cook and heat their homes (WHO, 2011). This results in the 

emission of high concentrations of particulate matter and other pollutants in the 

household, which cause a wide array of respiratory problems, including acute respiratory 

infections, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, lung cancer, tuberculosis, low-birth 

weight, cardiovascular disease and asthma (WHO, 2005). As a result, indoor air pollution 

(IAP) from cooking with biomass fuels in poorly ventilated conditions causes 2 million 

premature deaths per year, or 3.3% of the global burden of disease, mostly in women and 

children (WHO 2011). Due to its disproportionate impact on women and children, it is 

also the leading global cause of infant mortality in the world (WHO, 1999). As Figure 1 

shows, most of these are concentrated in low and middle-income countries, where lack of 

access to cleaner but more expensive technologies like electric stoves and liquid 

petroleum gas helps keep the use of solid biomass fuels high. Both Sub Saharan Africa 

and South Asia lose particularly high numbers of per capita daily life-adjusted years to 

ARI. Emerging research at Duke University contends that household behaviors such as 

improved stove use, fuel choice and kitchen design (including ventilation) are potentially 

important, but understudied parts of the problem (Jeuland and Pattanayak, 2012; Lewis 

and Pattanayak 2012; Pattanayak and Pfaff, 2009). In search of new ways to reduce the 

illnesses associated with biomass fuel use, this study tests the effect of household 

ventilation factors on respiratory health symptoms in biomass-burning hotspots in North 

India.  
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Estimates of household exposure to indoor pollutants are commonly derived from 

exposure assessment analyses, in which levels of ambient air pollution in living areas are 

measured and then used as rough proxies for individual exposure. Thus it has become 

increasingly common to test the effect of household factors like use of improved cook 

stoves or presence of ventilation on ambient indoor air pollution. Bruce, at al (2004) 

conducted an observational study in Guatemala and used air sampling measurements 

from both kitchen and living areas as the main proxies for family exposure and health, 

finding that eaves space and larger kitchen size can have a small but significant negative 

impact on household PM levels. Dasgupta et al. (2009) report perhaps the most 

systematic exposure assessment trial used to infer the effects of ventilation factors on 

indoor ambient air pollution. In this study, different ventilation characteristics were put 

into different households in Bangladesh, including walls of different permeability (thatch, 

mud, and stone) and different types of ventilated openings and stove locations. Standard 

meals were cooked in each household for fixed amounts of time, and measurements of 

ambient air pollution were then recorded using air samplers placed in both the kitchen 

and general living areas. The study finds significant effects of building material on 

ambient air pollution: “brick walls are significantly more air-trapping than mud walls, 

which are, in turn, significantly more air-trapping than thatch or tin walls” (Dasgupta et 

al. 2009).  Other exposure assessment studies find similarly significant negative effects of 

various household ventilation characteristics on indoor particulate matter concentrations, 

and subsequently use these results to promote specific household arrangements 

(Balakrishnaka, et al., 2004).  

Unfortunately, ambient air pollution measurements do not directly indicate 
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individual exposure and subsequent health problems. While using ambient air readings as 

proxies for exposure implies that the burden of exposure is distributed equally throughout 

the household, individuals within the household actually face dramatically different rates 

of exposure based on differing household roles. This has spurred the implementation of 

exposure response studies that test individual exposure and health as main outcome 

variables. In a controlled study in Kenya, Ezzati and Kammen (2001) measured 

individual exposure in biomass-burning households by distributing low volume samplers 

to participants, who then carried them on their person for twenty-four hour periods. The 

authors found that individual exposure was largely determined by household roles and 

activities, particularly those of primary cooks. Another study analyzing the relationship 

between ventilation factors and direct health outcomes suggest that the majority of the 

health burden falls on primary cooks who spend a large fraction of each day within .5 

meters of the stove and who thus inhale smoke almost immediately after it is released 

(Pitt et al., 2006). Ventilation, however, acts on ambient air pollution over time; as a 

result, its impact on health outcomes may be minimal because it is not actually removing 

the emissions that cause the most harm. Ventilation-based interventions may thus 

successfully reduce ambient air pollution in the household, but without producing 

targeted reductions for individuals whose household roles burden them with the highest 

exposures, they may not actually lead to better health outcomes.   

Despite the present difficulties in measuring its actual utility, testing the effect of 

household ventilation factors on family health is an attractive subject for exposure 

response studies. This is due to the fact that sustained adoption and use of cleaner, 

efficient stove technologies have been inconsistent in many areas of the world (Jeuland 
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and Pattanayak, 2012). Hanna et al. (2009) suggests that long-term stove adoption is 

inhibited by households’ low valuation of improved stoves, resulting in low sustained use 

of improved cook stoves (ICS) over time. This concurs with a review of the theoretical 

and empirical literature on environmental health technologies such as stoves, and 

includes other that are similar such as insecticide bednets, pipe water taps, private latrines 

(Pattanayak and Pfaff, 2009). The authors suggest that despite the potentially large health 

benefits, these seemingly cheap and effective technologies contain a combination of 

unattractive characteristics that makes them undesirable to potential users.  

Because of these slow adoption rates and challenges to global distribution of ICS 

the WHO recommends using household ventilation measures to reduce exposure to 

smoke, promoting the use of chimneys, smoke hoods, eaves spaces, and enlargened and 

repositioned windows (WHO, 2012). Ventilation is an especially attractive option given 

its presumed simplicity and appeal, as households tend to be more amenable to adopting 

simple, less expensive strategies to improve ventilation than other alternative measures 

like improved stove maintenance or reduced cooking times (Barnes, 2003). However, the 

abundance of exposure assessment studies and relative dearth of exposure response 

studies analyzing the relationship between ventilation and health has left us with both a 

good understanding of the effect of ventilation on household ambient air levels but a 

limited understanding of its effect on individual health.  Current research thus produces a 

definite bias indicating that ventilation is a cheap and effective means to reduce IAP and 

improve health outcomes.  

In response, I use data collected from a June 2012 to August 2012 survey by Duke 

University in two biomass burning hotspots in Northern India to analyze the effect of 
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different household ventilation factors on respiratory symptoms (see Pattanayak et al. 

(2012) for further details). I use an improved proxy for individual health than ambient air 

levels-- rates of respiratory symptoms within families-- to test the hypothesis that 

ventilation factors actually lead to improved respiratory health outcomes. Section 2 of 

this paper describes my empirical approach; section 3 presents the results of my analysis 

and diagnostic tests of its robustness, and section 4 discusses important caveats as well 

policy implications.  

2. Background and Data Source 

I describe the setting and context for my study in terms of the background, the 

survey (the primary data collection instrument) and the sample. 

a.) Background: 

India is an ideal place to study household energy and health interventions such as 

stoves that reduce IAP because over 80% of Indian households still use solid biomass 

fuels as their main cooking and heating source (WHO, 2011). I participated in the 

baseline data collection phase of a randomized control trial testing behavioral 

interventions designed to promote adoption of improved cook stove technologies. 

Household questionnaires were implemented between June 2012 and August 2012 in two 

states in northern India, Uttar Pradesh (UP) and Uttarakhand (UK), which were viewed as 

strategic sites for ongoing research on improved cook stoves and indoor air pollution 

(Pattanayak et al., 2012). Uttar Pradesh is the regional location of the pilot phase of 

Project Surya, an initiative focused on distributing large numbers of improved cook 

stoves within rural villages in India. Uttarakhand is the main location of Central 
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Himalayan Rural Action Group (CHIRAG), a strategic partner in promoting health and 

welfare of local villagers, partially through promotion of improved stove use. Most 

importantly, both states contain extremely high number of solid biomass fuel users 

and thus bear heavy health burdens from indoor air pollution, making them ideal 

targets for health interventions (Ramanakumar, A.V. 2005; Pattanayak et al., 2012).  

Sample: 

The sampling frame consisted of 2120 households in twenty-eight communities in 

Uttar Pradesh (UP) and thirty-eight communities in Uttarakhand (UK). The sample was 

selected at the Gram Panchayat (GP) level using information from the 2001 Indian 

census. GPs were classified into three different sizes based on population: small, 

medium, and large. To improve representativeness of the sample, the number of sub-

villages sampled in each GP was contingent on its size. Households within each village 

were selected using random sampling.  Households were selected using the right hand 

rule, with every nth household selected for inclusion (n was determined by dividing 

the sub-village population by 13).  Household heads (33% of respondents) and primary 

cooks (67% of respondents) were specifically asked to participate in the hour-long 

survey.  

Survey: 

The survey specifically measured household determinants of stove use, 

including stove purchase and utilization habits, perceptions of stove benefits and 

costs, and contextual characteristics such as education levels, income and 
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consumption, and caste. The survey also included types of household ventilation, 

including stove placement, ventilation measures, and wall material.  

Enumerators were selected from a group of local college students who spoke the 

local Hindi dialect. A week-long training was conducted for field enumerators using a 

combination of lectures, role-playing, and field tests. This was followed by written 

examination testing understanding of the survey instrument. Each enumerator team 

was led by a field supervisor, who received additional training on household 

selection, GPS use and mapping, and communication within research teams. 

Site Characteristics (from baseline survey): 

Descriptive statistics for the sample are described in Table 1 (see Pattanayak et 

al., 2012 for a fuller characterization). Respondents reported an average monthly 

expenditure of 5815 R (107.65 U.S. $). Average household size was 5.3 people. Most 

households were Hindu, although a significant fraction in UP (15%) were Muslim.   

Approximately 21% of all household reported having one member with a cough 

or cold in the same time frame, suggesting a fairly large prevalence of respiratory illness 

within the sample. Prevalence of malaria and diarrheal diseases were lower (3.7%, 1.7% 

respectively). 

Use of solid biomass fuels for cooking was extremely common; the wide majority 

of households, 96%, reported using a traditional stove in the past week. Despite this, 

awareness of the danger of IAP was high, with 68% of households reporting prior 

knowledge of the negative health effects of traditional stove use. Ventilation measures 
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were also fairly common: the majority of households reported the use of some kind of 

open-air ventilation in the kitchen, while almost half used a location other than inside the 

house as their cooking area. Mud walls were relatively common, with over half of 

respondents using mud as their main wall material.  

3. Modeling Strategy 

The primary health outcome of interest is the percentage of people in the 

household with reported cough and cold symptoms in two weeks prior to the survey 

(sick_2wks_pcnt). This was obtained by dividing the number of family members reported 

cough and cold symptoms within the past two weeks by the total number of family 

members.  

Current literature suggests that households that still use traditional cook stoves 

may reduce exposure to IAP through two primary ventilation mechanisms: changes to 

outdoor kitchen location, and increased household permeability (Dasgupta et al., 2008; 

Pitt et al., 2006; Balakrishnaka, K. et al, 2004). These household characteristics are thus 

my study’s main predictors. Ventilation variables describing permeability included the 

use of windows (38% of sample), openings (26%), chimneys (8%), open doorways 

(10%), and mud walls (68%) in the kitchen area. Variables describing kitchen location 

include placement in outdoor open areas (14%), indoors (53%), in a separate room 

attached to the house (8%), in a separate room detached from the house (9%), or in an 

open-air courtyard located inside the household (22%), and mud walls (31%).  Further 

details are provided in Table 2. 

Initially, to estimate the ‘treatment’ effect of these measures on the rate of 
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household respiratory problems, I utilized the following OLS model: 

Sick_2wks_pcnt = β0 + β1vent + β2X + ε 

where Sick_2wks_pcnt is the percent of household members reporting cough and cold 

symptoms in the past two weeks of the survey, ‘vent’ are the ventilation measures, and X 

are contextual household covariates (see Table 3 for definitions for each variable). 

Results are presented in Table 4. The model shows highly significant, positive effects of 

open doorways, mud walls, and chimneys on respiratory health symptoms, suggesting 

that increasing household permeability actually leads to worse health outcomes. 

Despite this, initial robustness checks showed a large degree of non-linearity and 

non-normality for the regression models (see Figure 2). These exist even after several 

transformations of the main outcomes variable using the gladder tool (see Figure 3). OLS 

models make the critical assumption of a linear relationship between the predictor and 

outcome variables; as a result, persistent non-linearity is likely to produce inaccurate 

estimates of the effect of each ventilation treatment. 

In response, I instead utilized a non-parametric strategy—propensity score 

matching models-- to estimate the effects of ventilation treatment on respiratory 

outcomes within the household. Propensity matching score attempts to mimic 

randomization by predicting the probability of receiving a treatment assignment 

conditional on observable covariates (Austin, 2011). As a result, treatment and control 

groups can be created that are similar with respect to these covariates, thus helping to 

ensure that differences in outcomes between the two groups are associated with the 

treatment itself. Pattanayak (2009) discusses the rise of quasi-experimental approaches 
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such as propensity score matching to evaluate environmental policies, including in 

environmental health domain such as water and sanitation (Pattanayak et al., 2009, 2010) 

and improved cookstoves (Mueller et al., 2011).  

Propensity matching contains several distinct advantages over regression models 

for my data. Most importantly, they are nonparametric and thus do not require the 

assumption of linearity to predict accurate estimates of ATT. Because the association 

between key predictors and dependent variables were highly non-linear and resistant to 

transformations, a non-parametric test was most suitable for this analysis. Propensity 

score matching is also appropriate given the richness of the data set. With a wide range of 

covariates, the treatment and control groups can be balanced on large number of 

potentially critical variables. The method is implemented in essentially two steps.  

First, I generated propensity scores by estimating the probability of each 

household receiving different ventilation treatments using logistic regression models. I 

included a broad group of observable covariates to predict a household’s probability of 

receiving each treatment. I first included socio-demographic variables that might 

potentially predict decisions to use ventilation, including age and education of the head of 

household, perceived economic position, total monthly expenditure, caste, religion, and 

overall size of the household (see Table 3 for specific variable definitions).  To control 

for differences in broader health and/or general tendencies to report health outcomes, I 

included the percent of family members who have had malaria in my logistic models. To 

control for differences in source pollution emissions between treatment and controls, I 

included as separate covariates each household’s choice of stove. These included both the 
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singular use of improved cook stoves and the combined use of both improved and 

traditional cook stoves. I also controlled for awareness of the dangers of indoor smoke in 

the household, and beliefs in one’s ability to mitigate these dangers, as households with 

increased awareness of the dangers of indoor smoke may be more likely to adopt 

particular behavior to reduce smoke exposure, including not only ventilation but other 

health-seeking activities like limiting time of exposure. It is important to note that several 

enumerators introduced their own bias to the sample by failing to record respiratory 

health symptoms during data collection. These enumerators were utilized as controls; as a 

result, treatment households were as likely to be interviewed by these enumerators as 

control households. Lastly, I considered the use of the other category of ventilation 

measures in the analysis to account for small to moderate correlation between mud walls, 

open-air treatments, and kitchen location treatment. This ensures that any treatment effect 

is not the result of other ventilation treatments that are positively correlated with the one 

under analysis. 

To estimate the probability of each household receiving each ventilation 

‘treatment’, I utilized logistic regression models, which assumed the form: 

vent = β0 + β1othervent + β2Y + ε 

 where Treatment is the specific ventilation treatment, vent indicates variables from the 

other category of ventilation treatments, and Z are the main household covariates 

described above. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics on the complete variable list. 

Because sampling was done at the village level, I clustered the estimates by village in the 

final model. 
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 Second, to estimate the effect of each ventilation treatment on respiratory health 

outcomes, I utilized propensity matching score analyses tool, psmatch2, to match each 

‘treatment’ household to a control household with a similar propensity of venting (the 

predicted probability for the first stage described above). This ensured that I only 

compared respiratory outcomes of treatment and control households that are similar along 

key observables that might predict respiratory outcomes. Average treatment effect on the 

treated (ATT) was estimated from the matched sample by comparing respiratory health 

outcomes between the matched treated and untreated households. I confirmed the 

statistical significance of each matching model through bootstrapping.  

4. Results:  

Results of the propensity score matching models are summarized below. First, I 

describe the results of the logit models to predict the probability of a household having a 

venting technology or behavior (Tables 5 & 6). Next, I report the results of the second 

stage of the matching (based on the first stage logit predictions) in Tables 7 and 8. 

As shown in Tables 5 & 6, my logistic models indicate important predictors of 

different ventilation treatments. Use of both improved and traditional stoves significantly 

predicted use of non-indoor stoves. Awareness of the dangers of indoor air pollution also 

positively predicted non-indoor kitchen locations. Significant predictors of permeability 

options were less consistent. Use of doorways was positively and significantly associated 

with awareness of health risks, but this did not apply to any other ventilation option. 

Chimney use was strongly predicted by monthly expenditure, suggesting that cost may be 

an important determinant to chimney use.  Windows and openings were both predicated 
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by ownership of traditional and clean stoves, again suggesting that households who 

owned clean stoves were also likely to take other measures to reduce exposure.  

I begin by discussing the results of impacts of ventilation on health using 

matching, by conducting analysis of each venting factor sequentially. First, there was no 

significant association between particular kitchen locations and improved respiratory 

health outcomes. None of the individual location treatments, including outdoor, indoor, 

attached, detached, or courtyard, had a statistically different effect on improved 

respiratory problems relative to the other treatments.  

Next, there was generally no significant association between the presence of any 

permeable ventilation measure and improved respiratory health outcomes. Individual 

open-air ventilation treatment options, including windows, openings, doors, chimneys, or 

use of no ventilation, did not have a statistically significant effect on improved 

respiratory problems relative to the other treatments using pooled analyses.  

Robustness Checks: 

The most important requirement of propensity score matching models is that the 

treatment and control groups are well balanced on propensity score. Otherwise, the model 

has failed to correct for potential selection bias between treatment and control groups. To 

ensure that treatment and control groups were well-balanced, I utilized pstest tool to 

compare the mean of each covariate between the matched control and treatment groups. 

This tool uses t-tests to explore significant differences between both groups after 

propensity score matching. Although small biases within single variables do persist 

between treatment and control groups, the covariates are well balanced after matching for 
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almost all treatments. However, treatment and control groups were not well-balanced for 

models assessing the effect of windows on health outcomes in three different sub-groups. 

Further analyses should explore the treatment effects of windows using different 

statistical models. To address concerns that other ventilation factors may be endogenous, 

I repeated the entire analysis without including the ‘other’ venting variables in stage 1. 

This did not change my results in any meaningful way. 

To avoid the ‘curse of dimensionality’ in the analysis, I wanted to minimize the 

number of treated households that fail to match to controls. Otherwise, the models lose a 

significant number of observations that may significantly bias estimates of the treatment 

effect on the population. Further analysis of the matching model shows a relatively low 

number of treatment households excluded from the analysis for all models, confirming 

that most observations were included, thus reducing bias associated with incomplete 

matching.  

Finally, I tested the robustness of the findings by repeating the matching strategy 

for key sub-groups. It is important to note that the effect of all ventilation measures may 

differ depending on whether or not respondents belong to certain subpopulations. As a 

result, I performed subpopulation analysis for the following sub-groups: residents of UP 

and UK, and exclusive users of traditional stoves. In addition, the effect of ventilation 

measures that increase the permeability of the house, including windows, openings, 

chimneys, doors, and permeable walls, may differ depending on whether the stove is 

located inside or outside.  For instance, in households where the stove is located outside, 

ventilation may actually increase exposure to smoke inside the house. As a result, I 
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performed subpopulation analyses testing each permeability treatment—chimneys, 

windows, openings, doors, and mud walls- only on households using indoor stoves. 

While constructing sub-groups potentially limits the power of the models, it also limits 

potential noise in the data that might obscure treatment effects. 

These analyses confirm several findings. First, there was no significant effect of 

location on respiratory health in any of the treatment sub-groups (UP, UK, with or 

without traditional stoves). Second, there was no significant effect of ventilation on 

respiratory health in any of the treatment sub-groups. When analyzing only households 

that used indoor stoves, there was still no significant association between use of any 

open-air ventilation treatments and improved health outcomes. When analyzing 

households that only used traditional biomass stoves, most of the ventilation treatments 

had no statistically significant effect on health outcomes. Despite this, it is important to 

note that the use of doorway ventilation in households using only biomass stoves was 

associated with a highly significant increase of 4.4% in self-reported respiratory 

symptoms. This relationship was not present, however, when analyzing only biomass 

stoves located indoors, suggesting that while open doorways may let unwanted 

particulates from external stoves sources into the house, they fail to adequately ventilate 

particulates from inside the house. Lastly, there was no significant effect of any of the 

other ventilation treatment on households with stoves that were both located indoors and 

used biomass fuels exclusively.  

For almost all treatment sub-groups, there was a statistically significant, positive 

increase of approximately 3.5% in average rates of family respiratory symptoms among 
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users of permeable mud walls. This was most pronounced in households that used 

traditional stoves indoors, which theoretically should benefit most from having highly 

permeable walls. Like doorways, however, highly permeable walls may leave houses 

vulnerable to outdoor smoke and pollution while failing to adequately ventilate smoke 

inside the house. 

5. Discussion: 

My analysis of this data from Northern India suggests that the WHO’s 

recommendation to use “improved ventilation of the cooking and living area” to 

“contribute significantly to reducing exposure to smoke” (WHO, 2011) could be 

ineffective at curtailing respiratory problems from indoor air pollution. In fact, permeable 

housing conditions like mud walls and large doorways may potentially worsen health by 

exposing living areas to smoke and pollution present outside the house, a result that is 

partially  congruous with previous studies of ventilation in high-dust areas (Dasgupta et 

al., 2009).  

Nonetheless there are important caveats and limitations. First, while propensity 

score matching mimics randomization by balancing on household characteristics, it does 

not guarantee that households were balanced on potentially important covariates that 

went unobserved in the study or were not included in predictive models. Second, the 

ventilation measures under analysis were not standardized; for instance, household 

doorways or windows that may have been of different sizes were recorded in the survey 

as the same thing. As a result, this study only shows the general effect of each ventilation 

measure on respiratory outcomes without controlling for factors like the size or number 
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of each one in household cooking areas. Third, I use self-reported health outcomes to 

measure household respiratory symptoms as opposed to directly measured outcomes. 

Self-reported outcomes may be associated not only with actual health symptoms but of 

factors related to tendencies to self-report, such as level of education, health 

consciousness among certain households, or even number of family members. While 

matching estimators attempted to control for variables likely to predict self-reported 

health other than actual health symptoms, professional or semi-professional assessments 

health assessments would provide more valid and reliable measurements of respiratory 

health.  

Fourth, the generalizeability of this study is limited, as indoor air pollution and 

individual exposure are strongly affected by external environmental factors such as local 

outdoor air pollution levels. Lastly, it is possible that the lack of any significant 

ventilation effects on health may have been the result of outdoor air pollution, which has 

been shown to impact indoor ambient air pollution levels in high dust areas (Dasgupta, 

2008). However, this is unlikely as the results were consistent across areas with differing 

levels of outdoor air pollution; Uttar Pradesh was sampled during high-dust season and 

Uttarakhand was not.  

There is currently growing support for using ventilation to offset the health effects 

of IAP. Not only do multilateral organizations like the WHO advocate it, a growing body 

of exposure assessment studies suggest significant associations between various 

ventilation measures and pollutant concentrations in kitchens and living areas. Despite 

this, this analysis indicates that these reductions in household pollution levels may not 
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actually manifest themselves in improved respiratory health outcomes for household 

members. This may be due to the fact the ventilation fails to remove the smoke that 

actually causes most of the harm: that which is inhaled by primary cooks and their young 

children immediately after release from the stove. It is thus critical that researchers 

continue to examine alternative ways to improve respiratory symptoms in areas resistant 

to health technology like improved cook stoves. Future studies should also strive to 

assess the impact of ventilation treatments not only on living areas, but on individual 

members whose household roles bring them closest to the fire.  
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Figure 1: DALYs per 100,000 pop. due to Acute Respiratory Infections 
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Figure 2: Non-linearity between OLS predictors and outcome variable, 

Sick_2wks_pcnt 
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Figure 3: Attempted Transformations of Primary Outcome Variable, 

Sick_2wks_pcnt 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary Tables     
Variable Obs Mean 
Sick_2wks_pcnt 2120 0.0935717 
windows 2120 0.3849057 
openings 2120 0.2636792 
chimney 2120 0.0839623 
door 2120 0.104717 
multiple ventilation 2120 0.0801887 
attached 2120 0.0759434 
detached 2120 0.0867925 
outdoor 2120 0.1429245 
courtyard 2120 0.2198113 
Cement walls 2120 0.3259434 
number of rooms 2111 3.648034 
age of head of household 2081 50.24556 
education of head of household 2080 4.952885 
economic ladder 2117 1.973547 
total expenditure (monthly) 2007 5815.201 
Household size 2120 5.279245 
Hindu 2118 0.9263456 
Smoke unsafe? 2109 0.5637743 
Improved stove use (past week) 2120 0.0363208 
Improved and traditional stove use (past week) 2120 0.1641509 
malaria_pcnt 2120 0.036528 
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Table 2: Ventilation Variables and Sub-Options 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kitchen Location Variable 

Name 

Permeability Variable 

Name 

Outdoor (open 

area) 

outdoor Windows windows 

Indoor indoor Openings openings 

Courtyard courtyard Chimneys chimneys 

Separate Kitchen 

(attached to 

house) 

attach Doors door 

Separate Kitchen 

(detached from 

house) 

detach Mud Walls mud_walls 
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Table 3: Contextual Household Variables 

Rooms 
Number of Rooms 

age_hh 
Age of Head of Household 

edu_hh 
Education of Head of Household 

economic_ladder 
Perceived Placement on Economic Ladder 

total_expend 
Total Expenditure (monthly) 

caste_general 
Caste 

hh_size 
Household size 

hindu 
Hindu 

cook_unsafe 
Rating of IAP as a Danger to Health 

impstuse 
Use of improved stove in past week 

bothstuse 
Improved and traditional stove use in past week 

enumerator 
Control for enumerator error  

medorbetterimpact Perceptions of ability to address health problems 
with ICS 

malaria_pcnt 
Percent of family with history of malaria  
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Table 4: Predictors of Family Respiratory Symptom Rates 
 (1) (2) (3) 
VARIABLES Pooled Pooled Pooled 
    
windows 0.01 0.02* 0.02* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
openings 0.00 0.00 0.01 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
door 0.05*** 0.05*** 0.05*** 
 (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) 
chimney 0.03** 0.03*** 0.03*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
mud_wall 0.04*** 0.04*** 0.03*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
attached 0.01 0.01 0.01 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
detached -0.03** -0.02** -0.02* 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
outdoor 0.01 0.01 0.01 
 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
rooms  -0.00** -0.00** 
  (0.00) (0.00) 
educhh  0.00 -0.00 
  (0.00) (0.00) 
smoke_unsafe   0.02 
   (0.01) 
medorbetterimpact   0.01 
   (0.01) 
malaria_pcnt   0.26*** 
   (0.07) 
total_exp  -0.00* -0.00** 
  (0.00) (0.00) 
UP 0.05*** 0.04** 0.02 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
caste_general  -0.02* -0.02* 
  (0.01) (0.01) 
hindu  -0.03 -0.03 
  (0.02) (0.02) 
impstuse   0.05** 
   (0.02) 
bothstuse   -0.02** 
   (0.01) 
enumerator -0.10*** -0.10*** -0.09*** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
Constant 0.06*** 0.12*** 0.11*** 
 (0.01) (0.03) (0.03) 
    
Observations 2,120 1,959 1,951 
R-squared 0.07 0.08 0.11 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 5: Predictors of Kitchen Location for Generation of Propensity Score

 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
VARIABLES Detached Outdoor Attached Indoor Courtyard 

      
chimney -0.82** 1.10*** 0.31 0.90*** -1.36*** 

 (0.39) (0.42) (0.37) (0.28) (0.51) 
door 0.83*** 0.43 1.05*** -0.70*** -0.37 

 (0.27) (0.39) (0.26) (0.24) (0.40) 
windows -0.19 -0.38 0.91*** 0.51*** -1.32*** 

 (0.29) (0.31) (0.22) (0.19) (0.26) 
openings 0.01 0.54*** 0.68** -0.69*** 0.33*** 

 (0.28) (0.18) (0.30) (0.15) (0.12) 
mud_wall -0.18 -0.37** -0.37 0.11 0.20 

 (0.25) (0.16) (0.23) (0.14) (0.16) 
rooms 0.01 -0.12** 0.07* 0.02 0.03 

 (0.04) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) 
educhh -0.03 0.02 -0.02 0.03** -0.01 

 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) 
smoke_unsafe -0.35 0.20 0.59*** -0.13 -0.05 

 (0.26) (0.16) (0.22) (0.14) (0.15) 
medorbetterimpact -0.01 -0.05 0.04 -0.14 0.23 

 (0.23) (0.15) (0.20) (0.12) (0.15) 
malaria_pcnt 0.26 -0.38 0.45 0.55 -0.68 

 (0.73) (0.47) (0.84) (0.44) (0.48) 
total_exp 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 

 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
UP -1.55*** 2.06*** -0.94*** -1.25*** 4.39*** 

 (0.36) (0.36) (0.33) (0.25) (0.52) 
caste_general 0.02 0.04 0.16 0.02 -0.12 

 (0.22) (0.17) (0.25) (0.17) (0.16) 
hindu 0.80 -0.28 -0.31 0.68*** -0.36* 

 (0.66) (0.21) (0.48) (0.25) (0.20) 
impstuse -0.05 -0.42 0.21 1.29*** -0.74 

 (0.51) (0.36) (0.52) (0.34) (0.48) 
bothstuse 0.62** -0.08 0.48** 0.32 0.77** 

 (0.25) (0.27) (0.23) (0.19) (0.33) 
enumerator 0.75* -0.55*** 1.27*** -1.27*** 0.79*** 

 (0.42) (0.18) (0.24) (0.23) (0.22) 
Constant -2.64*** -2.65*** -3.64*** 0.22 -4.87*** 

 (0.82) (0.48) (0.65) (0.40) (0.64) 
      

Observations 1,951 1,951 1,951 1,951 1,951 
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Table 6: Predictors of Permeability for Generation of Propensity Score 

 

 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
VARIABLES Openings Door Windows No 

Ventilation 
Chimney Mud Wall 

       
attached -0.33 1.14*** 2.09*** -0.63* 0.76 -0.43* 

 (0.26) (0.33) (0.24) (0.34) (0.54) (0.26) 
detached -0.43* 1.22*** 1.45*** -0.01 0.09 -0.28 

 (0.24) (0.32) (0.31) (0.25) (0.39) (0.25) 
outdoor 0.22 0.42 -0.20 -0.02 1.24*** -0.40** 

 (0.17) (0.36) (0.43) (0.30) (0.37) (0.18) 
indoor -0.87*** 0.08 1.92*** 0.26 1.29*** -0.09 

 (0.15) (0.29) (0.25) (0.18) (0.43) (0.18) 
rooms -0.00 -0.04 0.06* -0.05 0.02  -0.27*** 

 (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.06) 
educhh -0.01 0.02 0.03** -0.02 -0.00 -0.06*** 

 (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) 
smoke_unsafe -0.02 0.55** 0.16 -0.15 -0.09 0.38*** 

 (0.14) (0.21) (0.12) (0.16) (0.18) (0.13) 
medorbetterimpact -0.12 0.52* 0.11 -0.15 -0.01 0.23 

 (0.15) (0.29) (0.18) (0.17) (0.26) (0.20) 
malaria_pcnt -1.10* -1.98 -0.37 1.55*** 0.60 0.70* 

 (0.59) (1.26) (0.50) (0.48) (0.66) (0.38) 
total_exp 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.00 0.00* -0.00 

 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
state_code -0.42*** 0.56*** 0.56*** -0.65*** 0.45*** -0.16*** 

 (0.06) (0.08) (0.05) (0.07) (0.12) (0.06) 
caste_general -0.23 -0.12 0.10 0.30 -0.35 -0.15 

 (0.17) (0.26) (0.17) (0.21) (0.38) (0.16) 
             hindu        0.42       -0.12        -0.16     -0.46** (omitted) 0.03 

       (0.29)     (0.50)       (0.32)      (0.21)  (0.23) 
impstuse -0.48 0.26 0.97** -0.25 -0.70 -2.17*** 

 (0.35) (0.37) (0.45) (0.39) (0.51) (0.62) 
bothstuse 0.61*** -0.18 0.25 0.85*** 0.27 -0.44* 

 (0.22) (0.29) (0.21) (0.27) (0.25) (0.23) 
enumerator -1.14*** -1.48*** 0.96*** 0.66*** -0.55 -0.02 

 (0.19) (0.41) (0.23) (0.19) (0.34) (0.15) 
Constant 2.00*** -7.12*** -6.93*** 3.57*** -7.19*** 1.41*** 

 (0.44) (0.76) (0.54) (0.48) (0.93) (0.42) 
       

Observations 1,951 1,951 1,951 1,951 1,813 1,951 
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Table 7: PSM 
Matching Results 
 

Pooled Sample 

Uttarakhand Only Uttar Pradesh Only 
Treatment ATT T-stat ATT T-stat ATT T-stat 
Courtyard -0.002 -1.14   -0.026 -1.33 
Detached -0.006 -0.37 -0.013 -0.6 0.0007 0.02 
Attached 0.023 1.15 0.001 0.08 0.023 1.15 
Outdoor 0.001 0.09 0.016 0.51 0.022 1.03 
Indoor -0.009 -0.55 0.016 1.07 0.007 0.26 
Chimney 0.029 1.46 0.014 0.58   
Windows -0.0006 -0.04 0.005 0.31 0.007 0.23 
Openings 0.014 0.78 0.035 1.46 0.02 -0.86 
Door  0.014 0.62 0.035 1.74   
Mud Wall 0.036 2.61* 0.035 1.46 0.046 2.61* 
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Table 8: PSM Matching Results 
 

Traditional Stove Users Only 
Indoor Stove Users Only 

Treatment ATT T-stat ATT T-stat 
Courtyard -0.007 -0.38   
Detached -0.006 -0.42   
Attached -0.013 -0.54   
Outdoor 0.001 0.09   
Indoor 0.03 1.67   
Chimney 0.017 0.79 0.021 0.92 
Windows -0.006 -0.38 -0.008 -0.47 
Openings -0.017 -1 0.0002 0.01 
Door  0.044 2.18* 0.015 0.54 
Mud Wall 0.033 2.28* 0.05 2.22* 
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APPENDIX 1: STATA CODE: 

 

gen mud_wall=0 

replace mud_wall==1 if i3==A 

 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP== Sick_2wks_pcnt if state_code==5 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK= Sick_2wks_pcnt if state_code==9 

 

gen enumerator=0 

replace enumerator=1 if a6_1== 105 | a6_1== 112 | a6_1==402 | a6_1== 412 

 

gen windows=0 

replace windows=1 if e3_1b | e3_2b | e3_3b| e3_4b | e3_5b | e3_6b | e3_7b | e3_8b| e3_9b | e3_10b | e3_11b | e3_12b==1 

gen openings=0 

replace openings=1 if e3_1c | e3_2c | e3_3c | e3_4c | e3_5c | e3_6c | e3_7c | e3_8c| e3_9c | e3_10c | e3_11c | e3_12c==1 

gen chimney=0 

replace chimney=1 if e3_1d | e3_2d | e3_3d | e3_4d | e3_5d | e3_6d | e3_7d | e3_8d| e3_9d | e3_10d | e3_11d | e3_12d==1 

gen door=0 

replace door=1 if e3_1f | e3_2f | e3_3f | e3_4f | e3_5f | e3_6f | e3_7f | e3_8f| e3_9f | e3_10f | e3_11f | e3_12f==1 

gen no_vent= 0 

replace no_vent=1 if  e3_1a | e3_2a | e3_3a | e3_4a | e3_5a | e3_6a | e3_7a | e3_8a| e3_9a | e3_10a | e3_11a | e3_12a==1 

 

gen multi_vent= 0 

replace multi_vent= 1 if windows & openings==1 | windows & chimney==1 | windows & door==1 | openings & 

chimney==1 | openings & door==1 | chimney & door==1 

 

 

gen detached=0 

replace detached=1 if e13_1e | e13_2e | e13_3e| e13_4e | e13_5e | e13_6e | e13_7e | e13_8e| e13_9e | e13_10e | e13_11e | 

e13_12e==1 

gen attached=0 

replace attached=1 if e13_1d | e13_2d | e13_3d| e13_4d | e13_5d | e13_6d | e13_7d | e13_8d| e13_9d | e13_10d | e13_11d | 

e13_12d==1 

gen outdoor= 0 

replace outdoor=1 if e13_1f | e13_2f | e13_3f| e13_4f | e13_5f | e13_6f | e13_7f | e13_8f| e13_9f | e13_10f | e13_11f | 

e13_12f  | e13_1g | e13_2g | e13_3g| e13_4g | e13_5g | e13_6g | e13_7g | e13_8g| e13_9g | e13_10g | e13_11g | e13_12g   

==1 

gen indoor= 0 

replace indoor=  e13_1a | e13_2a | e13_3a| e13_4a | e13_5a | e13_6a | e13_7a | e13_8a| e13_9a | e13_10a | e13_11a | 

e13_12a  |  e13_1b | e13_2b | e13_3b| e13_4b | e13_5b | e13_6b | e13_7b | e13_8b| e13_9b | e13_10b | e13_11b | e13_12b  |  

e13_1c | e13_2c | e13_3c| e13_4c | e13_5c | e13_6c | e13_7c | e13_8c| e13_9c | e13_10c | e13_11c| e13_12c==1 

gen courtyard= 0 

replace courtyard=1 if e13_1h | e13_2h| e13_3h| e13_4h | e13_5h | e13_6h | e13_7h | e13_8h| e13_9h | e13_10h | e13_11h | 
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e13_12h==1 

 

 

gen impstuse=0  

replace impstuse =1 if e6_04==1|e6_05==1|e6_06==1|e6_07==1|e6_08==1|e6_11==1 

label var impstuse "Stove used in past week"  

 

gen tradstuse=0  

replace tradstuse=1 if e6_01==1|e6_02==1|e6_03==1|e6_09==1|e6_10==1 

 

replace impstuse=0 if bothstuse==1 

replace tradstuse=0 if bothstuse==1 

 

 

forval i = 1/9 { 

 egen e13_`i'a = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(A) 

 egen e13_`i'b = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(B) 

 egen e13_`i'c = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(C) 

 egen e13_`i'd = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(D) 

 egen e13_`i'e = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(E) 

 egen e13_`i'f = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(F) 

 egen e13_`i'g = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(G) 

 egen e13_`i'h = noccur(e13_0`i'), string(H) 

  

 summ e13_`i'a e13_`i'b e13_`i'c e13_`i'd e13_`i'e e13_`i'f e13_`i'g e13_`i'h if e1_0`i'==1, separator(0) 

} 

forval i = 10/12 { 

 egen e13_`i'a = noccur(e13_`i'), string(A) 

 egen e13_`i'b = noccur(e13_`i'), string(B) 

 egen e13_`i'c = noccur(e13_`i'), string(C) 

 egen e13_`i'd = noccur(e13_`i'), string(D) 

 egen e13_`i'e = noccur(e13_`i'), string(E) 

 egen e13_`i'f = noccur(e13_`i'), string(F) 

 egen e13_`i'g = noccur(e13_`i'), string(G) 

 egen e13_`i'h = noccur(e13_`i'), string(H) 

  

 summ e13_`i'a e13_`i'b e13_`i'c e13_`i'd e13_`i'e e13_`i'f e13_`i'g e13_`i'h if e1_`i'==1, separator(0) 

} 

 

tab i3, gen (wall) 

tab i4, gen (roof) 

 

 

Main Regression:  

regress Sick_2wks_pcnt windows openings door chimney mud_wall attached detached outdoor UP enumerator, cluster 

(village) 
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outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\OLS.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Respiratory Symptoms) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

regress Sick_2wks_pcnt windows openings door chimney mud_wall attached detached outdoor rooms educhh total_exp 

UP caste_general hindu enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\OLS.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Respiratory Symptoms) ctitle(Pooled) append 

regress Sick_2wks_pcnt windows openings door chimney mud_wall attached detached outdoor rooms educhh 

smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster 

(village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\OLS.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Respiratory Symptoms) ctitle(Pooled) append 

 

Propensity Score Analysis: 

 

gen windows_UK= windows if state_code==9 

gen openings_UK= openings if state_code==9 

gen no_vent_UK= no_vent if state_code==9 

gen multi_vent_UK= multi_vent if state_code==9 

gen mud_wall_UK= mud_wall if state_code==9 

gen indoor_UK= indoor if state_code==9 

 

gen windows_UP= windows if state_code==5 

gen openings_UP= openings if state_code==5 

gen no_vent_UP= no_vent if state_code==5 

gen multi_vent_UP= multi_vent if state_code==5 

gen mud_wall_UP= mud_wall if state_code==5 

gen indoor_UP= indoor if state_code==5 

 

gen courtyard_dirty= courtyard if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

gen detached_dirty= detached if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen outdoor_dirty= outdoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen indoor_dirty= indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen attached_dirty= attached if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen chimney_dirty= chimney if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen door_dirty= door if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen windows_dirty= windows if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen openings_dirty= openings if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen mud_wall_dirty= mud_wall if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen no_vent_dirty= no_vent if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen multi_vent_dirty= multi_vent if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

 

 

gen chimney_indoor= chimney if indoor==1  

gen door_indoor= door if indoor==1  

gen windows_indoor= windows if indoor==1  

gen openings_indoor= openings if indoor==1  

gen mud_wall_indoor= mud_wall if indoor==1  

gen no_vent_indoor= no_vent if indoor==1  

gen multi_vent_indoor= multi_vent if indoor==1  
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gen chimney_dirty_indoor= chimney_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

gen door_dirty_indoor= door_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

gen windows_dirty_indoor= windows_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

gen openings_dirty_indoor= openings_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

gen mud_wall_dirty_indoor= mud_wall_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

gen no_vent_dirty_indoor= no_vent_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

gen multi_vent_dirty_indoor= multi_vent_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

 

gen door_outdoor= door if outdoor | courtyard==1 | attached==1 | detached==1 

gen door_dirty_outdoor= door_outdoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty= Sick_2wks_pcnt if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor= Sick_2wks_pcnt if indoor==1 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt_indirty= Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt_outdoor= Sick_2wks_pcnt if outdoor | courtyard==1 | attached==1 | detached==1 

gen Sick_2wks_pcnt_outdirty= Sick_2wks_pcnt_outdoor if tradstuse==1 | bothstuse==1  

 

 

gen detached_UK= detached if state_code==9 

gen attached_UK= attached if state_code==9 

gen outdoor_UK= outdoor if state_code==9 

gen outdoor_UP= outdoor if state_code==5 

 

 

Matching: 

 

 

Courtyard: 

 

bs "psmatch2 courtyard_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (courtyard_match2) common trim (5)""r(att)", reps (300) 

 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Indoor Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Outdoor.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Outdoor Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Attached.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Attached Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) 

replace 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Chimney.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Chimney Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) 

replace 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Door.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Door Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Windows.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Windows Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) 

replace 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Openings.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Openings Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) 

replace 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Mud_walls.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors of Mud Wall Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) 

replace 
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logit courtyard chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit detached chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor1.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit outdoor chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor2.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit attached chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor3.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit indoor chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor4.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit chimney attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor5.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit door attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor6.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit windows attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor7.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit openings attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor8.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit no_vent attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor9.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

logit mud_wall attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

outreg2 using C:\Users\djw26\Desktop\Indoor10.doc, se dec(2) title(Predictors Treatment) ctitle(Pooled) replace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

logit courtyard chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict courtyard_match1 

psmatch2 courtyard, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (courtyard_match1) common trim (5) 
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pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit courtyard_UP chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict courtyard_match2 

psmatch2 courtyard_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (courtyard_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit courtyard_dirty chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict courtyard_match3 

psmatch2 courtyard_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (courtyard_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit courtyard rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse 

bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict courtyard_match1 

psmatch2 courtyard, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (courtyard_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

Detached: 

 

logit detached chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict detached_match1 

psmatch2 detached, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (detached_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit detached_UP chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict detached_match2 

psmatch2 detached_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (detached_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit detached_UK chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict detached_match4 

psmatch2 detached_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (detached_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 
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logit detached_dirty chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict detached_match3 

psmatch2 detached_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (detached_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit detached rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse 

bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict detached_match1 

psmatch2 detached, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (detached_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

 

 

Outdoor: 

 

logit outdoor chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict outdoor_match1 

psmatch2 outdoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (outdoor_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit outdoor_UP chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict outdoor_match2 

psmatch2 outdoor_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (outdoor_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit outdoor_UK chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict outdoor_match4 

psmatch2 outdoor_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (outdoor_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit outdoor_dirty chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict outdoor_match3 

psmatch2 outdoor_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (outdoor_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 
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logit outdoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse 

bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict outdoor_match1 

psmatch2 outdoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (outdoor_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

 

Attached: 

 

 

logit attached chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict attached_match1 

psmatch2 attached, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (attached_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit attached_UK chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp caste_general impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict attached_match4 

psmatch2 attached_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (attached_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp caste_general impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit attached_dirty chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict attached_match3 

psmatch2 attached_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (attached_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit attached rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse 

bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict attached_match1 

psmatch2 attached, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (attached_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

Indoor: 

 

logit indoor chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  

total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict indoor_match1 

psmatch2 indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (indoor_match1) common trim (5) 
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pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit indoor_UP chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict indoor_match2 

psmatch2 indoor_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (indoor_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit indoor_UK chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict indoor_match4 

psmatch2 indoor_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (indoor_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit indoor_dirty chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict indoor_match3 

psmatch2 indoor_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (indoor_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt  total_exp UP caste_general hindu impstuse 

bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict indoor_match1 

psmatch2 indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (indoor_match1) common trim (5) 

pstest chimney door windows openings mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact  malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

Chimney 

 

 

logit chimney attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict chimney_match 

psmatch2 chimney, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (chimney_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit chimney_UK attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict chimney_match2 

psmatch2 chimney_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (chimney_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 
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total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit chimney_dirty attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict chimney_match3 

psmatch2 chimney_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (chimney_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit chimney_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict chimney_match6 

psmatch2 chimney_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor) pscore (chimney_match6) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit chimney_dirty_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict chimney_match4 

psmatch2 chimney_dirty_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indirty) pscore (chimney_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit chimney rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu 

impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict chimney_match 

psmatch2 chimney, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (chimney_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

Door: 

 

If dirty stove located indoor, no effect on health. If dirty stove located outdoor, having doors= increased problems 

 

logit door attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match 

psmatch2 door, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (door_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit door_UK attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match2 

psmatch2 door_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (door_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 
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malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit door_dirty attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match3 

psmatch2 door_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (door_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit door_dirty_outdoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match7 

psmatch2 door_dirty_outdoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_outdirty) pscore (door_match7) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit door_outdoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match8 

psmatch2 door_outdoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_outdoor) pscore (door_match8) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit door_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match6 

psmatch2 door_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor) pscore (door_match6) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit door_dirty_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match4 

psmatch2 door_dirty_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indirty) pscore (door_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit door rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu 

impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict door_match 

psmatch2 door, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (door_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

Windows: 
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logit windows attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict windows_match 

psmatch2 windows, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (windows_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit windows_UK attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict windows_match2 

psmatch2 windows_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (windows_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit windows_UP attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict windows_match7 

psmatch2 windows_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (windows_match7) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

 

logit windows_dirty attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict windows_match3 

psmatch2 windows_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (windows_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit windows_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict windows_match6 

psmatch2 windows_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor) pscore (windows_match6) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit windows_dirty_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict windows_match4 

psmatch2 windows_dirty_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indirty) pscore (windows_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit windows rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu 

impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict windows_match 
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psmatch2 windows, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (windows_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

No_vent: 

 

logit no_vent attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict no_vent_match 

psmatch2 no_vent, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (no_vent_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit no_vent_UK attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict no_vent_match2 

psmatch2 no_vent_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (no_vent_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit no_vent_UP attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict no_vent_match7 

psmatch2 no_vent_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (no_vent_match7) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit no_vent_dirty attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict no_vent_match3 

psmatch2 no_vent_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (no_vent_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit no_vent_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict no_vent_match6 

psmatch2 no_vent_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor) pscore (no_vent_match6) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit no_vent_dirty_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict no_vent_match4 

psmatch2 no_vent_dirty_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indirty) pscore (no_vent_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 
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state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit no_vent rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu 

impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict no_vent_match 

psmatch2 no_vent, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (no_vent_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

 

 

Openings: 

 

logit openings attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match 

psmatch2 openings, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (openings_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit openings_UK attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match2 

psmatch2 openings_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (openings_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit openings_UP attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match7 

psmatch2 openings_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (openings_match7) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit openings_dirty attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match3 

psmatch2 openings_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (openings_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit openings_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match6 

psmatch2 openings_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor) pscore (openings_match6) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 
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state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit openings_dirty_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match4 

psmatch2 openings_dirty_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indirty) pscore (openings_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit openings rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu 

impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match 

psmatch2 openings, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (openings_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor cement_wall rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

Mud_Wall: 

 

logit mud_wall attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict mud_wall_match 

psmatch2 mud_wall, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (mud_wall_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp state_code 

caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit mud_wall_UK attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict openings_match2 

psmatch2 openings_UK, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UK) pscore (openings_match2) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit mud_wall_UP attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict mud_wall_match7 

psmatch2 mud_wall_UP, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_UP) pscore (mud_wall_match7) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp 

state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit mud_wall_dirty attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict mud_wall_match3 

psmatch2 mud_wall_dirty, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_dirty) pscore (mud_wall_match3) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code 

caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 
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logit mud_wall_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt 

total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict mud_wall_match6 

psmatch2 mud_wall_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indoor) pscore (mud_wall_match6) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code 

caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

logit mud_wall_dirty_indoor attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact 

malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict mud_wall_match4 

psmatch2 mud_wall_dirty_indoor, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt_indirty) pscore (mud_wall_match4) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code 

caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

 

logit mud_wall rooms educhh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact malaria_pcnt total_exp state_code caste_general hindu 

impstuse bothstuse enumerator, cluster (village) 

predict mud_wall_match 

psmatch2 mud_wall, out (Sick_2wks_pcnt) pscore (mud_wall_match) common trim (5) 

pstest attached detached outdoor indoor rooms educhh age_hh smoke_unsafe medorbetterimpact total_exp state_code 

caste_general hindu impstuse bothstuse enumerator 

 

 

 

 

 


